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Gospel of SOLLOG

I bring you GOOD NEWS my fellow humans.

In early 2023 humanity will be saved from an Extinction event due to an asteroid strike that is
prevented by what are known in this era of history on Earth as UFO's and the Grey's.

UFO disclosure was made on Memorial Day 2019 by the US Military.

That has allowed the Council of 9 to agree to allow this interference by the race of beings known as
the Grey's.

From January 1995 to December 2015 I put into Usenet approximately 60 writings labeled by me as
prophecies.

Each prophecy was time stamped by Usenet.

The Prophecies prove I gave exact details of future historic events so humans could heed my warning
about an asteroid strike that killed over 99.9% of humanity shortly after 2022.

Had the asteroid been allowed to strike the Tsunami's from the event would have destroyed nuclear
reactors around the world creating hundreds of Fukushima level events destroying eventually all life
on Earth.

This terrible event will be diverted by the Grey's and their UFO's.

In the future my global free clean green energy plan will bring free clean energy to all humans.
Mankind must get rid of all fossil fuel energy plants and all nuclear reactors.

Follow my GREPA Plan.
Global Renewable Energy Production Agreement.

www.grepa.org

I also give humanity your future global currency it is called BizBytes it is a digital currency that will
unite all of humanity through it's use.
www.BizBytes.org

Now that the Grey beings have been revealed I give humanity it's future government where the Grey's
and all humans shall have equal rights. This government is known as the Nation Of One. It is the only
government on Earth the Grey's recognize.
www.NationOfOne.org

I give to humanity a whole new understanding of physics through my work known as Theory E.
www.TheoryE.org

I give to humanity the exact areas where the largest earthquakes in the future strike on the 3 Lines
that forms the Triangle of Fire. My quake warnings are at Great Quakes .com
www.GreatQuakes.com

I have united the creation myths of ever major religion on Earth to a scientific formula that proves there
is a CREATOR. This unification of old religious paths is called Temple of 'Hayah.
www.TempleHayah.org

I have written over 100 books in my career, these books and my prophecies can be found at
SOLLOG .com.
www.SOLLOG.com

There is now great hope for humanity as the human race learns to live side by side with other races of
beings such as the Grey's who are welcome in The Nation of One and who will use their amazing
technology to save our Earth from the asteroid strike that would have destroyed our planet.

In the remote mountain areas I have called the Safe Zones is where humans and Grey's will coexist
peacefully with each other under the guidance of the Nation of One.

Look to the skies my fellow humans the ships of light of the Grey's are easily visible for all to see.

This is the dawn of the New Age for humanity, the age of Hope, Peace and Love.

I AM SOLLOG
A Humble Messenger of ONE
Written on the Summer Solstice Week of 2019 C.E.
www.SOLLOG.com

